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ABSTRACT
Although solar-analog stars have been studied extensively over the past few decades, most of these
studies have focused on visible wavelengths, especially those identifying solar-analog stars to be used
as calibration tools for observations. As a result, there is a dearth of well-characterized solar analogs
for observations in the near-infrared, a wavelength range important for studying solar system objects.
We present 184 stars selected based on solar-like spectral type and V−J and V−K colors whose spectra
we have observed in the 0.8-4.2 micron range for calibrating our asteroid observations. Each star has
been classified into one of three ranks based on spectral resemblance to vetted solar analogs. Of our
set of 184 stars, we report 145 as reliable solar-analog stars, 21 as solar analogs usable after spectral
corrections with low-order polynomial fitting, and 18 as unsuitable for use as calibration standards
owing to spectral shape, variability, or features at low to medium resolution. We conclude that all
but 5 of our candidates are reliable solar analogs in the longer wavelength range from 2.5 to 4.2
microns. The average colors of the stars classified as reliable or usable solar analogs are V−J=1.148,
V−H=1.418, and V−K=1.491, with the entire set being distributed fairly uniformly in R.A. across
the sky between −27 and +67 degrees in decl.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Many observations of solar system objects rely on
solar-analog stars in order to analyze the reflected sun-
light measured at the telescope. Spectral observations
designed to characterize asteroids, in particular, are
mostly carried out in visible or near-infrared spectral
regions and can provide measurements of size and com-
position.
Over the past 10 years, we have been observing near-
Earth asteroids using the NASA Infrared Telescope Fa-
cility (IRTF) to better understand their surface com-
position and thermal properties. Near-Earth asteroids
near 1 AU have significant thermal flux in the 3-5 mi-
cron spectral region. With the IRTF/SpeX instrument
(Rayner et al. 2003), we measured spectra between
0.8-2.5 microns and 1.9-4.2 microns using two different
modes of the instrument. After the 2014 IRTF upgrade,
these wavelength ranges were extended to 0.7-2.5 mi-
crons and 1.7-5.3 microns respectively. The combined
wavelength coverage encompasses the transition from
purely reflected light to a thermally dominated regime.
Analysis of the spectra requires careful calibration to
separate the effects of viewing geometry, changing helio-
centric distance, and rotation of the asteroid from the
true variability across the asteroid’s surface, which may
be present. For this work, we use relative reflectance
spectra, defined as the ratio of the asteroid spectrum to
that of a solar-type star, normalized appropriately. Al-
though working in absolute flux would have advantages,
the significant disadvantage of needing photometric con-
ditions and additional absolute flux calibration would
limit our program to too few objects. Instead, we use
relative reflectance spectra and model the entire spec-
tral range in a self-consistent way, which has been very
successful as shown in Howell et al. (2018), Magri et al.
(2018), and Marshall et al. (2017).
Near-Earth asteroids can appear anywhere in the sky
during times of close approach, so we have needed solar-
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2analog stars with a wide sky distribution. On each ob-
serving night, we have chosen stars near the asteroid
position at the time of observation based on their cat-
alog colors, trying to match those of the Sun. In ad-
dition, we also observed at least one well-characterized
primary solar-analog star—chosen from the published
literature—in order to check the nearby star. On any
given night, we compare all the stars to the primary
solar analog, and compare each asteroid with each star
(further details follow in Section 2). Over the course
of this project, we have observed 184 solar-type stars
selected based on spectral type and V−J and V−K col-
ors closely resembling those of the Sun. For these ob-
servations, stars with 6 < V < 10 are suitable, with
7 < V < 9 magnitudes best to reach adequate signal-to-
noise at all wavelengths of interest and to prevent sat-
uration in the shorter-wavelength range (low-resolution
mode of SpeX).
We aimed to expand our list of well-characterized so-
lar stars as well as produce a catalog of good near-
infrared solar-analog stars all over the northern sky. We
chose an initial set of 8 primary solar analogs for which
we have ample observations, with most being included
in the lists of solar-analog stars presented in Landolt
(1992), Campins et al. (1985), or Hardorp (1980) and the
rest being selected for our observations based on their
solar-like colors from the Two Micron All-Sky Survey
(2MASS), Hipparcos, and Tycho catalogs (Perryman et
al. 1997; Høg et al. 2000; Cutri et al. 2003). Using our
classification system (see Section 3.2), we have analyzed
the spectra of the 184 stars we have observed, with the
goal of reevaluating our initial list of 8 primary solar
analogs. Here, we present a list of 17 well-characterized,
primary solar analogs which we confirm are spectrally
consistent over time and lack nonsolar spectral features
at low to medium resolution. We also include a table
of all 184 stars and their suitability as calibration stars,
with spectral plots of all stars in the 0.8-4 micron region
included as supplemental plots.
2. OBSERVATIONS AND DATA REDUCTION
2.1. Near-infrared Star Observations
As part of our observational program, we measured
the spectra of many solar-type stars in order to cor-
rect for telluric absorption and the contribution of the
solar spectrum in our collected asteroid spectra. All of
our near-infrared star spectra were collected using SpeX
(Rayner et al. 2003) at the NASA IRTF on 133 nights
spanning May 2008 to October 2018, in both prism
(0.8-2.5 microns) and LXD1.9 (2.0-4.2 microns) modes.
Spectra collected after August 2014 using post-upgrade
SpeX cover an extended wavelength range of 0.7-5.3 mi-
crons between both the prism and LXD modes. We used
the 0.8-arcsecond slit, which was usually comparable to
or wider than the seeing at K-band (typically 0.5-1.0
arcseconds). In a few cases, we used the 1.5-arcsecond
slit when the seeing exceeded an arcsecond. The spec-
tral resolution is λ∆λ = 200 in prism mode, and 2500
in LXD mode. The effective spectral resolution with
the 0.8-arcsecond slit is 0.021 microns, and we sample
the spectrum at a uniform 0.015 microns in the prism
range. Similarly, in LXD mode the effective resolution
is 0.0023 microns and sampled at 0.001 microns. Dur-
ing the observations, we guided using the light reflected
from the slit jaws with the 1.0-2.5 micron imaging cam-
era, with an autoguider keeping the object centered in
the slit during spectral integrations. We averaged sev-
eral pairs of observations in each set, typically 4-8 pairs
of exposures in each mode, nodded along the slit to col-
lect A and B spectra. Pre-upgrade, we used exposures
of 1-10s in LXD1.9 mode to get good sky subtraction for
the calibration stars. Post-upgrade, our exposures are
limited to 3s and two coadds to avoid the sky saturat-
ing at wavelengths longer than 4 microns. Internal arc
lamps were used for wavelength calibration, along with
sky lines at the longer wavelengths. Spectral flat fields
were taken with internal lamps, as described in Rayner
et al. (2003), at each telescope position, within about 1
hour of R.A. in case of flexure.
2.2. Data Reduction and Atmospheric Correction
A majority of our data reduction, including spectral
extraction, consisted of processing our SpeX data with
the Spextool software described by Cushing et al. (2004).
In both prism and LXD modes, the spatial profile per-
pendicular to the slit is generated along the profile, and
the signal is corrected column by column and extracted
along the spectral trace. The spectra are extracted from
both nodded slit positions and averaged to make the fi-
nal spectrum.
We applied Bus’s method for correcting telluric wa-
ter vapor in the prism spectra to fit the telluric con-
tribution by modeling the atmosphere with the known
altitude and zenith angle at the time of observation.
The details of this method are provided by Rivkin et
al. (2004). A similar method was implemented to cor-
rect for telluric features in the LXD data and is de-
tailed by Volquardsen et al. (2007). Each star spectrum
was matched to a modeled atmosphere with respect to
both wavelength and the depth of telluric features (Lord
2004). The spread of data points in these features was
then iteratively minimized. The best-fit column depth
of atmospheric water was determined for the 1.4-micron
and 1.9-micron absorption bands in the prism data, with
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Figure 1. Distribution of our solar-analog candidates across the sky plotted in equatorial coordinates with R.A. in hours and
decl. in degrees, with the ecliptic superimposed in blue. Our set of stars spans the sky from −27 to +67 degrees in decl. We
have a hole in our distribution from 6 to 12 hours in R.A. and above 40 degrees in decl. for which we have no stars. This hole is
further discussed in Section 4. Each of the three rankings assigned to the stars with our classification scheme (see Section 3.2)
is plotted in a different color reflecting the results shown in Table 2.
the average of these two values used to correct for the
weaker 0.92-micron water feature. The 3.0-micron ab-
sorption band (2.8-3.7 microns) was used to fit the water
column depth for the LXD data. Throughout these it-
erative processes, data points with values outside of 2σ
from surrounding points were flagged as bad and ignored
in subsequent iterations. Both the prism and LXD spec-
trum of each candidate star were divided by that of a
well-characterized, primary solar-analog star and often
several additional candidate stars for our analysis and
classification detailed below in Section 3. All data points
in the comparison spectra were normalized to unity at
1.65 microns for prism spectra and 2.35 microns for LXD
spectra. The V−J, V−H, and V−K colors—with the J,
H, K filter passbands centered at 1.25, 1.65, and 2.20 mi-
crons, respectively—of both stars provided by the Hip-
parcos and 2MASS catalogs were converted from mag-
nitudes to flux units, divided, and plotted with propa-
gated errors in the comparison spectra for comparing the
stars’ colors. For stars bright enough to have likely satu-
rated in the 2MASS fields, which is indicated by quality
codes of C or worse, we utilize colors from VizieR catalog
II/225 (Gezari et al. 1999).
3. CANDIDATE STAR CLASSIFICATION
3.1. Candidate Selection
When observing many solar system objects, a solar-
analog star is utilized to correct or remove the Sun’s
spectrum from the observed spectrum of reflected sun-
light. As a result, such an analog must be readily ob-
served through the same telescopic instrument. In our
case of observing near-Earth asteroids, we need stars
that are close to the target in the sky on the nights of
observation. In the near-infrared, particularly in the 3-5
micron spectral range, the atmosphere changes rapidly
on a time scale of minutes. The water vapor content
can also change spatially, so the best calibration star is
located near the target object in the sky so it can be ob-
served frequently through the same atmospheric path.
Near-Earth asteroids can appear in any part of the
sky and move rapidly from night to night, motivating
a need for a list of solar-type stars spread all over the
northern sky and suitable for our observations on the
NASA IRTF. Figure 1 shows the distribution across the
sky of the stars we have used in our observations, which
spans a decl. range of −27 to +67 degrees. For each
target on a given night, we search for stars with colors
near that of the Sun and within an angular distance of
5 degrees of the asteroid at the time of observation. In a
few cases, if no suitable stars are found, the distance is
extended to 8-10 degrees. We also include a primary so-
lar analog to compare the selected calibration star with
a known solar-analog star. By “primary solar analog”
we mean a star which has been previously determined
in the visible to be a good spectral match to the Sun
and, after our observations, has been added to our list
of primary solar analogs presented in Table 1. To avoid
confusion between terminology, a “solar twin” has previ-
4Figure 2. V−J and V−K spectral colors of our set of solar analog candidates using photometry reported by the 2MASS (for J
and K) and either Hipparcos or Tycho catalogs (for V). Assumed solar colors of V−J=1.116 and V−K=1.486 are shown by the
blue vertical and horizontal lines, respectively. Each of the three rankings assigned to the stars with our classification scheme
(see Section 3.2) is plotted in a different color reflecting the results shown in Table 2. Seven stars (4 rank-1 stars, 1 rank-2 star,
and 2 rank-3 stars) fall outside the axes limits, which are constrained for clarity. The typical uncertainties for both V−J and
V−K is 0.025 magnitudes, as shown in the upper-left corner.
ously been defined by Cayrel de Strobel (1996) as a star
with physical parameters (mass, chemical composition,
metallicity, etc.) similar to, if not identical to, the Sun.
We use this term in our paper for describing Hyades 106,
which we find to be our most reliable primary solar ana-
log. For the purposes of this paper, and for matching
the spectral slopes in the near-infrared, primarily 1-2.5
microns, these other characteristics are less important.
We have observed our set of primary solar analogs
over many nights, allowing us to confirm their reliabil-
ity, consistency, and lack of nonsolar spectral features,
as further discussed in Section 3.3. We selected these
stars to calibrate asteroid spectra, which do not usually
have narrow spectral features at low to medium resolu-
tion. We prefer G0-G5 stars to avoid spectral features,
but have found that the stellar spectra are not always
as predicted (see Section 4). Stars that showed features
were not used as calibrators, so that spurious spectral
features were not introduced into the asteroid spectra,
and these stars are labeled “rank 3” according to our
classification scheme detailed below in Section 3.2.
Our calibration stars were also selected for having
V−J and V−K colors closely resembling those of the
Sun, for which we assume solar colors of V−J = 1.116,
V−H = 1.426, and V−K = 1.486 (Campins et al. 1985).
We prioritize V−K resemblance, typically selecting stars
to match V−J within ±0.08 and V−K to within ±0.06.
Figure 2 shows the V−J, V−K color distribution of our
stars. Although a 6 < V < 10 star is usable for our as-
teroid spectra calibration, 7 < V < 9 is preferred for an
adequate signal-to-noise ratio in a short period of time
at long wavelengths, while still avoiding detector satura-
tion at short wavelengths. The typical uncertainties for
both V−J and V−K colors is 0.025 magnitudes, shown
on the plot. Individual uncertainties for each star are
given in Table 2.
3.2. Classification Scheme
Our classification scheme for assessing a candidate’s
resemblance to the Sun consists in ranking the star’s
comparative spectra and using these results to assign a
final ranking of the star. The classification system for
both the individual spectra and, subsequently, the star
itself are the same, with three ranks based on ∆, the
magnitude of the deviation of the relative slope from
unity:
Rank 1: star is a reliable solar analog; no cor-
rections needed (∆ < 10% for prism spectra,
∆ < 20% for LXD spectra)
Rank 2: star requires polynomial-fitting correc-
tions to be a usable solar analog (10% ≤ ∆ < 20%
for prism spectra)
Rank 3: star is effectively nonsolar in that it
is not correctable by polynomial fitting owing to
5variability, nonsolar features, or spectral shape
(∆ ≥ 20% for both prism and LXD spectra)
We assess how similar the spectra of two stars are by
determining the amount their comparison spectrum de-
viates from a flat line at 1.0, the result of dividing two
identical spectra. Each comparison spectrum was first
fit with a second-order polynomial fit, with the maxi-
mum deviation of the fit from a flat line at 1.0 being our
statistic for quantifying the deviation from a flat line.
The maximum percentage that the polynomial fit of the
comparison spectrum deviates from a flat line at 1.0 is
denoted above as ∆.
The threshold for determining if a spectrum requires
a polynomial-fitting correction to be used is based on
whether any slope in the spectrum causes the second-
order polynomial fit to fall outside of 10% from a flat
line at 1.0 for the comparison prism spectra and 20%
for comparison LXD spectra. Prism spectra outside the
10% threshold but within 20% are assigned rank 2 if cor-
rectable with a low-order (3-4) polynomial fit or rank 3
if the spectral shape cannot be fit with a low-order poly-
nomial. Stars showing significant variability on any time
scale or nonsolar, low-to-medium resolution features are
also assigned rank 3. Stars whose prism spectra are
within the 10% threshold and LXD spectra within 20%
and lack features and variability are ranked 1 and are
considered to be reliable solar analogs.
Choosing the threshold for maximum ∆ for rank-1
spectra is arbitrary, but the 10% threshold for prism and
20% threshold for LXD are about twice the repeatabil-
ity of measurements of the spectrum of the same star
over several nights. An advantage of spectral observa-
tions is that absolute calibration is not needed, and thus
usable data can be obtained on nights with cirrus or non-
photometric conditions. However, cirrus does reduce
the near-infrared sky stability, and can lead to small
spectral slope changes and incomplete correction of tel-
luric features from atmospheric lines being broader and
sometimes saturated. The difference in this criterion for
maximum deviation between rank-1 prism (< 10%) and
LXD (< 20%) spectra is a consequence of the relation-
ship between the signal-to-noise of the spectra in these
two modes. The asteroid spectra at LXD wavelengths
greater than about 3.5 microns is dominated by thermal
emission, and so is relatively brighter by a factor of 10-
100 than at 2 microns, despite having larger fractional
uncertainties.
By our criteria, all but 5 of our candidate solar-analog
stars are rank 1 in the LXD range, so the primary fo-
cus of our classifications is on the prism wavelength
range. Our final rank for each star is based on the
prism spectra. We do not have LXD observations for
12 of our stars and have several stars for which our only
LXD observations have too low signal-to-noise, resulting
from star faintness and/or observing conditions, to ad-
equately characterize the star at these wavelengths. In
this case, we include a note in Table 2 to identify such
stars.
Classifications were first assigned to the prism and
LXD spectra comparing the candidate star on each ob-
servational night to well-characterized, primary solar
analogs. If all the comparisons of the candidate star’s
spectra to primary solar analogs are ranked 1, the can-
didate is assigned rank 1. However, if several of these
spectra are rank 2, we classify the star using the average
∆ calculated from those for the individual comparative
spectra. Examples of a rank 1, rank 2, and rank 3 prism
spectrum are provided in Figure 3 for clarity. The rank
1 spectrum (top) is almost entirely flat, with the entire
polynomial fit falling within 10% from a flat line. The
rank 2 spectrum (middle) has a clear positive slope, re-
sulting in the left end of the polynomial fit falling just
outside of 10% but within 20% from a flat line at 1.0.
Although the bottom spectrum falls within the 20% lev-
els, there are distinct spectral features from 1.0 to 1.6
microns resulting in a spectral shape that deviates sig-
nificantly from the polynomial fit; thus, we classify it as
rank 3. A similar example for a rank 1 and rank 3 LXD
spectrum (we remind the reader that there is no rank
2 for LXD spectra) is shown in Figure 4. The rank 1
spectrum (top) is flat, with the second-order polynomial
fit falling within 20%. The rank 3 spectrum (bottom)
clearly exhibits prominent features centered at 2.95 and
3.5 microns.
3.3. Set of Primary Solar Analogs
In order to assess the viability of each candidate star
as a solar analog, we must first construct a set of reliable
solar analogs to use in the evaluations. To that end, we
assembled an initial set of 8 primary solar analogs, with
the majority chosen from the lists of solar-analog stars
presented by Landolt (1992), Campins et al. (1985), or
Hardorp (1980) and the remaining stars being selected
for their solar-like colors from the 2MASS, Hipparcos,
and Tycho catalogs. We have ample observations of this
set of 8 stars, with the number of observations ranging
from 6 to 33 nights and an average of 17 nights for the
entire set.
To determine whether or not our initial primary
analogs are truly viable as solar analogs, we carried
out two tests. First, we divided each primary analog’s
spectra by the spectra of the other seven to ensure that
the stars resemble one another, as solar analogs should,
and that they lack nonsolar features. Second, for a
6Figure 3. Examples of comparison prism spectra comparing
Hyades 64, SAO 35934, and SAO 73257 with a star from our
list of primary solar analogs, each with a second-order poly-
nomial fit shown in blue. Relative V−J, V−H, and V−K
colors are plotted with error bars determined from the re-
ported uncertainty in the catalog colors. Each spectrum cor-
responds to one of the three rankings of our classification
scheme outlined in Section 3.2, indicated by the color of the
square matching that used in Table 2 (top: rank 1, mid-
dle: rank 2, bottom: rank 3). Explanations for each of the
example classifications are also detailed in Section 3.2.
given star, we compared spectra from all the nights on
which it was observed to verify that the star’s spectrum
is consistent over time.
An example of the first comparison test is shown in
Figure 5, where spectra of the seven other initial pri-
mary solar analogs have been divided by the spectrum
of Hyades 106 (SAO 94049). After determining that
Hyades 106 closely resembles Hyades 64 (SAO 93936),
a long-known solar analog at visible wavelengths, and
is slightly brighter and thus better fit for our asteroid
calibrations, we have observed Hyades 106 copiously.
Owing to this large number of observations of Hyades
Hyd 64 (SAO 94049)
SAO 97231
Figure 4. Examples of comparison LXD spectra compar-
ing Hyades 64 and SAO 97231 with a star from our list of
primary solar analogs, each with a second-order polynomial
fit shown in blue. Each spectrum corresponds to one of the
two rankings for LXD spectra, indicated by the color of the
square (top: green/rank 1, bottom: red/rank 3). The water
feature from 2.45 to 2.90 microns has been omitted and is
not used in the fitting.
106, we have chosen to designate it as the solar twin in
our set (the best solar analog), which we used as the ba-
sis for comparison of the other seven stars in our initial
set when assessing their reliability as solar analogs.
For each star in the initial set of 8 primary solar
analogs, a representative spectrum was chosen for the
purposes of comparing to the other seven stars. This
representative spectrum was selected as being the most
typical spectrum for the star from all the nights on
which it was observed. We remind the reader that our
process for ranking candidate stars includes a compari-
son to more than one representative spectrum; instead,
we compare all observations of a candidate to those of
at least one of our primary solar analogs. We find that
all of the spectra comparing each star to Hyades 106 are
flat enough to be classified as rank 1 in our classification
system (spectrum within ±10% of a flat line), except
for the spectrum comparing SAO 65083 to Hyades 106.
The red end of the comparative SAO 65083 spectrum
deviates by just over 10%, resulting in a rank 2 clas-
sification of this star. 51 Peg has been long used as a
solar analog in the visible, but its 2MASS catalog colors
7Figure 5. (left) Comparative spectra from dividing each star in our original set of 8 primary solar analogs by a representative
Hyades 106 spectrum, normalized to unity and shifted for clarity. As described in Section 3, the results of dividing the V−J,
V−H, and V−K colors of each star (in relative flux units) by those of Hyades 106 is plotted with error bars. (right) Comparative
spectra from dividing two spectra of the same star collected on different dates. Data leftwards of 0.8 microns has been removed
due to instrumental sensitivity drops from 0.7-0.8 microns. The telluric water feature centered at 1.9 microns has been removed
from all spectra and the 1.35-micron water feature from spectra shown on the right. The results and limitations of these
comparisons are discussed in Section 3.3.
differ by more than two standard deviations from those
of Hyades 106. However, 51 Peg was most likely satu-
rated in the 2MASS fields as shown by the JHK quality
codes of D, D, and C, respectively. We instead use the
pre-2MASS IR photometry presented in VizieR catalog
II/225, resulting in 51 Peg’s colors being consistent with
those of Hyades 106, as shown in Figure 5. We therefore
find 51 Peg to be a rank-1 star and, thus, it stays in our
list of primary solar analogs.
For the second test of checking for time variability,
the representative spectrum for each star was compared
to all the other spectra of that star collected throughout
our observations. Similar to how we selected a charac-
teristic spectrum of each primary solar analog in our set,
the spectra used to compare a star to itself over time
were chosen for being representative of the star’s other
spectra we collected within a month of the observation.
As shown in the results of this spectral comparison over
time in Figure 5 (right), spectral variations are visible
across a timescale of several months in a majority of
the solar analogs. However, all of these variations are
within ±10% from being a straight line, meeting our
criterion for assigning a comparison spectrum rank 1; a
majority of these changes are within 5%.
Spectra of SAO 66118 showed a distinct change in
spectral slope near 1.0 microns in August 2015 that did
not appear in July 2015 or earlier in July 2012 (see Fig-
ure 8). We exclude SAO 66118 from our list of reliable
solar-analog stars. We conclude that the remaining stars
in the set are reliable calibration stars and consistent
with the solar spectrum at the < 10% level.
Following the above analysis of the initial 8 primary
solar analogs, we conclude that 2 of the 8 stars in our ini-
tial set do not satisfy our criteria for rank 1 solar analogs.
Therefore, we have reassessed our original group of pri-
mary solar analogs. The stars selected for the list were
those that we have both classified as rank 1 and have ob-
served on at least 3 nights. Most stars selected for the
expanded list have also been observed over an extensive
timespan, typically between 2 and 5 years, in order to
verify the star spectrum is repeatable. Our final set of
17 primary solar analogs is presented in Table 1.
When comparing spectra of the same star taken over
several years, we found some inconsistencies that appear
to be instrumental sensitivity effects. We used 5 stars
8Table 1. Final Set of 17 Primary Solar Analogs, with V Photometry from the Hipparcos and Tycho Catalogs.
Star SAO Number Alt. Name Spectral Type α(2000) δ(2000) V (mag) Nights
HD 3384 SAO 074146 G0 00:36:55.86 +22 18 12.9 8.86 [0.02] 4
BD−07 435 SAO 129922 G0 02:27:58.43 −07 12 12.7 9.74 [0.03] 4
HD 22319 SAO 076021 G0 03:36:28.81 +23 47 50.3 8.62 [0.02] 4
HD 28099 SAO 093936 Hyades 64 G2V 04:26:40.12 +16 44 48.8 8.12 [0.02] 25
HD 29461 SAO 094049 Hyades 106 G5 04:38:57.31 +14 06 20.1 7.95 [0.002] 32
HD 43965 SAO 078236 G0 06:20:05.02 +24 34 00.3 7.64 [0.01] 6
HD 83789 SAO 098710 G0 09:41:11.49 +11 33 25.5 8.79 [0.02] 33
BD+24 2810 SAO 083619 G0 15:01:18.07 +23 51 02.8 9.33 [0.02] 12
HD 137272 SAO 159249 G2/3V 15:25:32.69 −13 44 04.6 9.36 [0.02] 3
HD 137723 SAO 121010 G0 15:27:18.07 +09 42 00.3 7.93 [0.02] 3
HD 138278 SAO 064731 G0 15:29:57.63 +32 37 07.5 8.36 [0.01] 4
HD 145478 SAO 121411 G5V 16:11:06.41 +02 54 51.7 8.66 [0.01] 3
HD 163492 SAO 141976 G3V 17:56:43.12 −09 00 53.3 8.60 [0.01] 3
HD 169359 SAO 103670 G0 18:23:47.06 +14 54 27.8 7.80 [0.01] 9
HD 203311 SAO 164338 G2V 21:21:51.08 −16 16 25.9 7.45 [0.01] 3
HD 217014 SAO 090896 51 Peg G2IV 22:57:27.98 +20 46 07.8 5.46 [0.05] 14
SA 115-271 − F8 23:42:41.82 +00 45 13.1 9.70 [0.0005] 16
with more than 10 separate nights of observation each,
and compared them by taking the ratio of each to the
overall average spectrum. Figure 7 shows the resulting
spectra of 4 of these, with an overall pattern of a dip in
relative flux between 1 and 1.8 microns. Over shorter
time intervals (weeks to a few months) we find that these
stars do not show any change in spectral shape. On in-
dividual nights the observations of these stars and other
solar-analog stars near the asteroid targets are flat to
better than the ±10% criterion.
Although we do not fully understand the nature of
these spectral changes, it is possible that changes in the
telescope instrumental sensitivity, or temporary effects
due to weather could be responsible. We are confident
that the stars are consistent and that intrinsic variabil-
ity is not likely to be the cause. We know that there
were changes in the telescope and instrument configu-
ration, cleaning of the mirror, changing of the dichroic,
and possible ice on the window. However, some spe-
cific checks of conditions on particular dates make these
seem unlikely. These will not affect the data on a par-
ticular night, as they are eliminated by the comparison
of the target to the calibration star which both include
the same instrument function on a given night.
Our observing procedure does not use the dichroic and
we guide directly with the light from the slit jaws. How-
ever, some tests indicate that perhaps the centering of
the star and short exposures with few coadded images
can lead to changes in spectral slope between 0.8-1.0 mi-
crons, but usually less than our 10% repeatability crite-
rion. We have also checked the influences of airmass on
spectral slope and find that there is no particular trend
with observing conditions. We have the most spectral
slope variation at low airmass, not high airmass. The
results of this airmass-spectral slope test are shown in
Figure 6.
3.4. Final Ranking of Candidate Stars
We compared the remaining 167 candidate stars by
dividing each candidate’s prism and LXD spectrum by
that of at least one of our 17 primary solar analogs,
which is typically observed on the same night of the
star. The flatness of the resulting ratio spectrum is in-
dicative of how similar the candidate is to the primary
solar-analog star, allowing us to meaningfully compare
the two stars. The spectral slopes, features, and relative
photometry of the resulting comparative spectrum are
then assessed using our classification scheme to assign
the spectrum its ranking. Each candidate star is as-
signed its final ranking on a case-by-case basis by con-
sidering the rankings of the candidate’s spectral com-
parison to one or more of our 17 primary solar analogs.
We present our complete set of 184 solar-type stars,
consisting of our final set of 17 primary solar analogs
and the remaining 167 candidates, and their assigned
rankings in Table 2. Each star’s ranking is displayed as
both a number (corresponding to the rank) and a colored
square in the second-to-last column, with the color of the
9Figure 6. Spectral slopes from 0.85 to 2.45 microns as
a function of airmass for observations of Hyades 106 (red
and green) and other primary standard stars (black) selected
from Table 1. No particular trend arises with observing con-
ditions, though most spectral slope variation occurs at low
airmass rather than at high airmass.
square indicative of its ranking. As delineated in Section
3.2, candidates that are deemed reliable solar analogs
without corrections are categorized as rank 1, indicated
by a green square in the table. Stars whose prism spec-
tra need polynomial-fit corrections are given a yellow
square, and those not correctable due to variability, nar-
rowband nonsolar features, or spectral shape are given
a red square. Only the star’s ranking in the prism wave-
length range is presented because we conclude nearly all
of our candidates to be rank 1 in the LXD wavelength
range. Each star’s spectral type, equatorial coordinates
(equinox and epoch J2000.0), V (mag), and V−J, V−H,
and V−K colors (in magnitudes) with associated errors
are also presented in the table. Any number in the right-
most column corresponds to the footnote describing ad-
ditional information on a specific star.
4. DISCUSSION
Of our complete set of 184 stars, 145 stars have been
classified as reliable solar analogs (rank 1), 21 as need-
ing corrections with polynomial fitting (rank 2), and 18
as not suitable for use as a near-infrared solar standard.
The entire set is distributed fairly uniformly in R.A.
across the sky, ranging from −27 to +67 degrees in decl.
The northern limit is the pointing limit of the IRTF.
The overall sky distribution results from the combined
effects of our target distribution, weather, and schedul-
ing. Near-Earth asteroids can appear anywhere in the
sky when close to the Earth. As our program continues,
we will fill in more of the sky as needed to find solar-like
stars close to our asteroids.
This analysis of the comparison stars also affects the
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Figure 7. Four examples of the anomalous pattern that of-
ten results when comparing two spectra collected more than
a year apart following the 2014 IRTF SpeX upgrade. Each
spectrum, normalized to unity and shifted for clarity, com-
pares spectra of the same star collected on different nights
(listed in brackets). We do not fully understand the cause
of this effect but do not think it indicates any change in the
stars themselves (see further discussion in Section 3.3).
reliability and repeatability of our asteroid spectra. Our
choice of the acceptable slope variation for a rank 1 stars
of 10% is somewhat arbitrary, but is based on our ex-
perience estimating our own internal consistency and
repeatability. Our choice of ±10% is consistent with the
1σ 4.6% repeatability for SpeX prism observations re-
ported by Marsset et al. (2020), if we assume that 10%
is about a 2σ limit, or 95% confidence level. Although
we do expect and sometimes see variability in the aster-
oid spectra, it is generally at a level below 20% in slope,
and usually affects only part of the spectrum (most of-
ten the 1.5-2.5 micron region). Our observing program is
primarily focused on the thermal emission contribution
to the spectrum, which for these near-Earth objects is at
least 50% of the total flux at wavelengths of 3.5 microns
and longer. As we noted earlier, the comparison stars
are internally consistent on short time-scales of weeks
or months. We only see unexplained spectral changes
over years, and then mostly at wavelengths shorter than
1.5 microns. Asteroid spectra, particularly S-complex
objects, have spectral features in this region that vary
by 20% or more from a flat line, due to pyroxene ab-
sorptions or other mineral components (e.g. Howell et
al. (2018)). The additional uncertainty due to the com-
parison star spectra does not dominate the result. The
asteroid targets are always compared to at least two
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solar-analog stars, often more, and the final spectra are
combined using a weighted average. Our targets are
usually observed on at least three separate nights over
2-3 weeks, so the consistency can also be checked on dif-
ferent nights using different nearby stars. Any star that
looks like a rank 3 is not included in the analysis. We
do not see widespread variability in these measurements
but are adjusting our observing techniques to improve
the repeatability by doing more coadds for the stars.
4.1. Comparing Our Classifications to Other Literature
Hardorp (1980) identified 4 stars—16 Cyg B and
Hyades 64, 106, and 142—as the closest solar spectral
analogs, often referred to as Hardorp class 1 in the lit-
erature, based on their spectral energy distribution in
the 3000-8200 A˚ range in the visible and the ultraviolet
line spectra presented by Hardorp (1978). Of Hardorp’s
list, our set includes 16 Cyg B (SAO 31899), Hyades 64
(SAO 93936) and Hyades 106 (SAO 94049), for which
we have ample near-infrared observations from 0.7 to 5.3
microns. Similar to the classification of Hardorp (1980),
we classify 16 Cyg B, Hyades 64, and Hyades 106 as rank
1, corresponding to reliable solar analogs by our criteria
(note we did not observe Hyades 142). We have also
included both Hyades 64 and Hyades 106 in our final list
of primary solar analogs (see Section 3.3). We observed
16 Cyg B which has been used as a primary standard
in near-infrared asteroid studies previously. However, it
was often necessary to de-focus the telescope in order
to avoid saturation in prism mode. Post-upgrade, al-
though the dynamic range was increased, the minimum
exposure time was also increased so that it is impossible
to avoid saturation except when the seeing is very bad.
We discontinued using this star, although we note that
even the de-focused observations have a spectral slope
consistent with the overall repeatability of our other
standards.
Hardorp (1980) found the energy distribution of 51
Peg (SAO 90896) to closely resemble that of Hyades 64,
which we have classified as a primary solar analog in the
near-infrared. 51 Peg has been vetted as a solar ana-
log at visible wavelengths, which we are in agreement
with in the near-infrared. We observe the star’s spectral
shape to closely resemble that of Hyades 106, as shown
in Figure 5. We were concerned with potential variabil-
ity from 51 Peg’s 2MASS photometry falling outside of
two standard deviations from that of Hyades 106, but
quality flags indicate that 51 Peg saturated the field.
Using pre-2MASS infrared photometry from Vizier cat-
alog II/225 resulted in the colors of 51 Peg being in
agreement with those of Hyades 106. In addition, 51
Peg has been consistently classified between G2V and
G5V throughout the past 70 years, as shown by Vizier
catalog B/mk (Skiff 2014). With 14 observations of 51
Peg, we consequently have classified 51 Peg as both a
rank 1 star and one of our primary solar analogs.
After Hardorp (1978) found its ultraviolet spectrum
(3640-4100 A˚) to closely resemble that of the Sun, SAO
66118 has been often used as a solar-analog star for ob-
servations in both the visible and in the near-infrared.
Soubiran and Triaud (2004) included SAO 66118 in their
list of top 10 solar analogs based on the resemblance of
both its spectrum in the wavelength range 3850-6800 A˚
and the star’s B−V, U−B, and b−y colors to those of
the Sun. Although we found the near-infrared spectrum
of SAO 66118 to roughly match that of solar analog
Hyades 106 in our 2012 observation, our 2015 observa-
tion shows that the star’s spectral shape has changed
considerably over the three-year span. The significant
change in spectral shape between the 2012 and 2015
observations is shown in Figure 8. We classify the star
as rank 3 by our classification scheme. Hall et al. (2007)
reported SAO 66118 to be variable, categorizing the
star as a high-activity variable, the class corresponding
to the most variable stars of their three classes.
King et al. (2005) reported SAO 121307 as poten-
tially comparable as a solar analog to HR 6060, once
regarded as the closest ever solar twin. This conclusion
was based on high-resolution Keck HIRES spectroscopic
data (4475-6900 A˚) in addition to the similarity of the
star’s effective temperature, luminosity, mass, age, light-
metal abundances, and rotational velocity to that of the
Sun. Our spectral observations of SAO 121307, how-
ever, reveal the spectral shape of the star to increase
significantly toward the blue end of the prism spectrum
(near 0.8 microns). As shown in Figure 8, where the
spectrum of SAO 121307 is compared to that of SAO
98710, one of our primary solar analogs, collected on
the same night. The blue end of the comparative prism
spectrum exceeds the 10% maximum deviation limit
from a straight line, but remains within a deviation
of 20%. Thus, we classify SAO 121307 as rank 2, or
needing polynomial-fit corrections to be used as a solar
analog in the prism range of the near-infrared.
Since being used as a Pluto comparison star by
Tedesco and Tholen (1980), SAO 120107 has been used
occasionally as a solar-analog star for asteroid spec-
tral observations, primarily in the near-infrared using
the IRTF SpeX instrument. The spectrum of the star
closely resembles that of many stars in our list of pri-
mary solar analogs for all seven of our observations
spanning from June 2009 to February 2012. When we
observed SAO 120107 four months later in June 2012,
however, the star’s spectral shape had changed signif-
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Figure 8. Prism spectra comparing the rank 3 stars discussed in Section 4.1 with one of our 17 solar-analog stars. Stars with
only a single spectrum characteristic of the star plotted were assigned rank 3 for having nonsolar features, while those with two
spectra plotted show variability on the time scale shown. The telluric water features centered at 1.35 and 1.9 microns have been
removed for clarity.
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icantly and needed to be corrected with polynomial
fitting, as shown in Figure 8. Although we have ranked
SAO 120107 as a rank 3 for variability, the star’s spec-
tral shape in our observations is consistently correctable
with fitting and thus may be usable for some purposes.
We stopped using SAO 120107 as a calibration star after
our only anomalous observation in 2012, so further in-
vestigation into the star’s near-infrared variability may
be warranted.
SAO 126133 was included in the set of UBV solar-
analog stars presented by Landolt (1973) and has since
been frequently utilized as a solar analog in asteroid
and comet observations in both the visible and in the
near-infrared. When we observed the star in September
2008 (shown in Figure 8), we detected features, many of
which are broad and deep, and found the star’s spectral
flux ratio to decrease rapidly toward the 0.8-micron end.
These broad features are centered near 1.6 microns and
2.3 microns, with the latter being the most prominent.
As a result of both the spectral shape and features, we
report SAO 126133 as a rank 3 star in our list.
We have concluded that many of the rank 3 stars in
our list are not adequate solar analogs for our purposes
from 0.7 to 2.5 microns as a result of possessing low-
to-medium resolution, nonsolar spectral features in this
wavelength range. The set of stars for which we detect
such features consists of SAO 126133, SAO 21850, SAO
77009, SAO 14059, SAO 138836, SAO 164058, and SAO
73257. Representative spectra for each of these stars
are shown in Figure 8. Although such features render
the stars unsuitable for our asteroid observations, we
believe that these features may be of interest for those
studying stellar systems, disks, or planetary systems.
Although these stars are not suitable for our calibration
purposes, these spectral features or variability may be
interesting in themselves for other types of study, so we
bring them to the attention of other observers.
5. CONCLUSION
We have presented a list of 184 stars that we have ob-
served as potential solar analogs as indicated by their
catalog spectral type and solar-like V−J and V−K col-
ors, shown in Table 2. Based on our classification sys-
tem, each candidate has been assigned one of three ranks
indicative of the star’s quality as a solar analog from 0.8
to 2.5 microns, shown as a colored box in the final col-
umn of Table 2. Of our set of 184 candidate stars, we
conclude 145 to be adequate solar analogs (rank 1), 21
as needing spectral corrections with low-order polyno-
mial fitting (rank 2), and 18 as effectively nonsolar ow-
ing to spectral shape, variability, or features at low to
medium resolution (rank 3). We conclude that all but
5 of our candidates are sufficient, rank 1 solar analogs
in the longer wavelength range from 2.5 to 4.2 microns.
However, we do not have observations in this wavelength
range for 12 stars. The average colors of the stars clas-
sified as rank 1 or rank 2 are V−J=1.148, V−H=1.418,
and V−K=1.491, with the entire set being distributed
nearly uniformly across the sky from −27 to +67 degrees
in decl. We present a set of 17 reliable solar analogs we
have classified as rank 1 and have observed for more
than 3 nights, prioritizing stars with observations span-
ning at least 2 years. We have discovered that several
stars studied and vetted as solar analogs at visible wave-
lengths fail to meet our rank 1 or even rank 2 criteria
for solar analogs, most frequently owing to variability
or possessing nonsolar features; these stars include SAO
66118, SAO 121307, SAO 120107, and SAO 126133. In
addition, we have presented the spectral data of stars
in which we observe nonsolar features with the hopes of
potentially contributing to research outside the purposes
of this paper which may be worth further investigation.
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